Abstract. We prove that a representation of the fundamental group of a quasi-projective manifold into the group of formal diffeomorphisms of one variable either is virtually abelian or, after taking the quotient by its center, factors through an orbicurve.
1. Introduction 1.1. Statement of the main result. Let Diff(C, 0) be the group of formal biholomorphisms of (C, 0). The purpose of this article is to present a proof of the following result.
Theorem A. Let X be a quasi-projective manifold and ρ : π 1 (X) → Diff(C, 0) a representation. Suppose G = Im ρ is not virtually abelian, then its center Z(G) is necessarily a finite subgroup and the induced representation ρ ′ : π 1 (X) → G/Z(G) factors through an orbicurve.
In the particular case where X = X is a projective manifold, this result appears as Theorem D of [5] . As a matter of fact, in the compact case, the result is also proved (loc.cit.) for compact Kähler manifolds.
1.2.
Context. Representations of fundamental groups of quasi-projective manifolds in Diff(C, 0) ⊂ Diff(C, 0) appear as holonomy representations of algebraic leaves of codimension one holomorphic foliations. There is a conjecture, formulated by Cerveau, Lins Neto and others [4] , on the structure of codimension one foliations on projective manifolds of dimension at least three which predicts that they admit a singular transversely projective structure (see [10] for a precise definition) or contain a subfoliation of codimension two by algebraic leaves. Theorem A is in accordance with this conjecture, and is potentially useful to investigate it.
1.3. Strategy of proof. We split the proof of Theorem A into two different parts. The first part deals with representations having infinite linear part. The strategy is the same as the one carried out in [5] . The second part considers representations with finite linear part. In this second part, we either reduce to the compact case after a finite ramified covering, or we exploit the structure of the representation at a neighborhood of infinity in order to construct the fibration using a result from [13] , see also [12] , similarly to what has been done in [10, Theorem A] to describe representations of fundamental groups of quasi-projective manifolds in SL(2, C) which are not quasi-unipotent at infinity.
Representations with infinite linear part
2.1. Monodromy of group extensions. If a group G is the extension of a group H by a group N , i.e. if G fits into the short exact sequence of groups
we have a natural group morphism from H to the automorphisms of the abelian-
will be called the monodromy of the group of extension (2.1).
Lemma 2.1. Let Γ and Γ ′ be the respective monodromies of the two group exten-
then we have a natural surjective morphism from Γ to Γ ′ .
be the monodromy representations of two exact sequences. In order to produce a surjective morphism from Γ to Γ ′ it suffices to show that any element h ∈ ker ρ is mapped to the identity by the composition ρ
. Let h ∈ ker ρ be an arbitrary element and consider a liftĥ to G. By assumption 1 Here we implicitly assume that N is finitely generated. Theorem 2.3. Let X and B be quasi-projective manifolds. Assume B endowed with a base point b ∈ B. Let f : X → B be a morphism such that R n f * Q is a local system over B, let G be the Zariski closure of the image of π 1 (B, b) in Aut C ((R n f * C) b ), and let G 0 be the connected component of the identity of G. Then:
Recall that the radical of a linear algebraic group is the largest connected solvable normal subgroup. In particular, a Lie group is semi-simple if, and only if, its radical is trivial.
Lifting factorizations. Let
Proposition 2.4. Let X be a quasi-projective manifold and let ρ :
) has infinite image and factors through a morphism f : X → C with connected fibers, then ρ also factors through f .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that f : X → C is a fibration, locally trivial in the smooth category, over a non-proper algebraic curve C. In order to prove that ρ factors through f : X → C, it suffices to prove that ρ k has the same property for an arbitrary natural number k.
Let k be smallest integer for which the factorization of ρ k through f does not hold and, aiming at a contradiction, let us consider the following commutative diagram.
The top row is nothing but the homotopy sequence for fibrations: as we are assuming that C is non-proper we have that π 2 (C) = 0. On the bottom row, we have used the isomorphism between the kernel
) and (C, +). Let Γ ⊂ Aut (H 1 (F, Z)) be the monodromy group of the top row, and Γ ′ be the monodromy group of the middle row. According to Theorem 2.3, the Zariski closure G of Γ in Aut(H 1 (F, C)) has quasi-unipotent radical. In particular, G has no (algebraic) surjection to C * . On the other hand since we are assuming that ρ 1 (π 1 (X)) ⊂ C is infinite, we have that Γ ′ is isomorphic to a Zariski dense subgroup of C * . These two facts contradict Corollary 2.2, showing that there is no such smallest k. We conclude that the representation ρ factors through f . 
commutes.
Proof. After replacing X by a suitable étale Galois covering Y , we can assume that the linear part of ρ has torsion free image. We still denote by ρ the induced representation of π 1 (Y ) in Diff(C, 0). Let γ 0 ∈ π 1 (Y ) such that λ γ0 has infinite order (here λ γ0 denotes the linear part of ρ(γ 0 )). Then, after performing a suitable conjugation in Diff(C, 0), one can assume that ρ(γ 0 ) = λ 0 z ([5, Theorem 5.1 and references therein]). Let m ≥ 2 be the first positive number such that ρ m : π 1 (X) → J m Diff(C, 0) has non abelian image. It is equivalent to say that, for every γ ∈ π 1 (X), ρ m (γ)(z) = λ γ z + a γ z m with γ → a γ a non identically zero map. Indeed, the fact that ρ m−1 (γ)(λ γ0 z) = λ γ0 ρ m−1 (γ)(z) for any γ ∈ π 1 (X) can be rewritten in the following way: ρ m−1 (γ)(z) = λ γ z. Since ρ m (π 1 (X)) is not abelian, we infer that ρ m (γ) has the form above with a γ not identically zero.
In particular, ρ 1 ⊗1−m , the (1 − m)-th power of the linear part of ρ possesses a nontrivial affine extension, namely
It follows from a result by Arapura [1] later refined in [2, Theorem 1] (see also [6, Theorem 3.1] ) that there exists a surjective morphism f from X to an orbicurve C such that ρ
Since we are assuming that ρ 1 has torsion free image, we deduce that the linear part of ρ also factors through f * . Since ρ 1 is infinite, Proposition 2.4 concludes the proof.
3. Representations with trivial linear part 3.1. Subgroups of Diff(C, 0) tangent to the identity. For k ∈ N, we will denote by Diff(C, 0) k the subgroup of Diff(C, 0) composed of the formal biholomorphisms which are tangent to the identity up to order k. Therefore Diff(C, 0) 0 = Diff(C, 0) and Diff(C, 0) 1 is the subgroup of elements with trivial linear part.
Lemma 3.1. If f ∈ Diff(C, 0) 1 is different from identity, then there exits a unique one-dimensional vector space V of formal meromorphic 1-forms preserved by f . Moreover, f * ω = ω for every ω ∈ V .
Proof. Let f ∈ Diff(C, 0) 1 be an element different from the identity. According to [9, Proposition 1.3.1] there exist ϕ ∈ Diff(C, 0), k ∈ N, and λ ∈ C such that
It turns out that the formal meromorphic 1-form
is preserved by f . Let now ω ′ be another meromorphic 1-form such that f * ω ′ = µω ′ for some µ ∈ C * . Since ω = hω ′ for some h ∈ C((z)), it follows that f * h = µh. Comparing Laurent series we deduce that h ∈ C * and µ = 1. Therefore V = Cω is the unique one dimensional vector space of formal meromorphic 1-forms preserved by f . Lemma 3.2. If G ⊂ Diff(C, 0) 1 is a subgroup which preserves a one-dimensional vector space V of formal meromorphic 1-forms, then G is an abelian subgroup.
Proof. If G is not abelian, then there exist elements f, g ∈ G of different orders of tangency to the identity say k f and k g . Therefore the 1-forms associated with them have (see the proof of Lemma 3.1) poles of order k f + 1 and k g + 1 and cannot belong to the same one dimensional vector space. Lemma 3.3. Let G ⊂ Diff(C, 0) 1 be a subgroup which contains a non-trivial (i.e. different from the identity) abelian normal subgroup H. Then there exists a non trivial (formal) meromorphic 1-form ω = ∞ i=−k a i z i dz, unique up to multiplication in C * , such that every element g ∈ G satisfies g * ω = ω. In particular, G itself is abelian and contained in a subgroup of Diff(C, 0) 1 isomorphic to (C, +).
Proof. Let f ∈ Diff(C, 0) 1 be an element different from the identity. Let V = C · ω be the unique one dimensional vector space of meromorphic 1-forms preserved by f . The centralizer of f coincides with the subgroup of Diff(C, 0) 1 with elements satisfying identity h * ω = ω, see [9, Proposition 1.3.2]. Let now h ∈ H be a nontrivial element of the abelian normal subgroup H of G. Let g ∈ G be an arbitrary element. Since H is normal, we have that g •h = h ′ •g for some h ′ ∈ H distinct from the identity. Let ω be a non-zero meromorphic 1-form fixed by every element of H. Therefore
It follows that g * ω is a constant multiple of ω (as a matter of fact, since g is tangent to id, g * ω = ω). Thus g is in the centralizer of H as claimed.
3.2.
Representations at a neighborhood of a connected divisor. 
By Lemma 3.3, ρ π 1 (U i • ) preserves pointwise a unique one dimensional vector space V i of meromorphic 1-forms in (C, 0) . Equivalently, the foliation F restricted to U i
• is defined by a closed meromorphic formal one form ω i with pole on
This implies that the restriction of F to U − D can be defined by a rank one local system of closed meromorphic one forms. In other words, the holonomy group of F | U−D evaluated with respect to some transversal (T, q) ≃ (C, 0) (q ∈ U − D) preserves a one dimensional vector space of formal meromorphic one forms. Lemma 3.2 gives the sought conclusion. Proof. Aiming at a contradiction, assume that the intersection matrix is negative definite. Let U be a neighborhood of D as in Lemma 3.4. Assume also that U has the same homotopy type as D. On the one hand, the class of any of the loops 
Proof. The case m = 2 has been already settled in Corollary 3.5. If dim X ≥ 3 then, by [8] , the general hyperplane section of X = M − D has the fundamental group isomorphic to the original one. This establishes the proof, thanks to Corollary 3.5. Theorem 3.7. Let X be a quasi-projective manifold of dimension m ≥ 2 and ρ : π 1 (X) → Diff(C, 0) a representation. Suppose that ρ is not virtually abelian and has finite linear part, then the conclusion of Theorem 2.5 holds true.
Proof. Up to passing to an étale finite cover, one can firstly assume that ρ has trivial linear part. Let X be a projective manifold compactifying X such that X − X is a simple normal crossing divisor. If the representation ρ can be extended to a representation of π 1 (X) to Diff(C, 0), then the result follows from [5, Theorem D] . If instead the representation does not extend to π 1 (X), then let E be the minimal divisor contained in X − X for which the representation extends to π 1 (X − E). In particular, ρ(γ) = id for any small loop winding around a component of E.
Let D = D i be a connected component of E. According to Lemma 3.4 the restriction of the representation to a neighborhood U of D is abelian. Moreover, by Corollary 3.6, the intersection matrix
Notice that a finitely generated subgroup G of Diff(C, 0) is residually finite. Indeed, G is obtained as the inverse limit of G m , its truncation up to order m, which is clearly linear. If moreover, G ⊂ Diff(C, 0) 1 , non abelianity of G is equivalent to non solvability [5, Remark 5.3] . In particular, the subgroups appearing in the derived sequence (G (n) ) n≥0 of G are not trivial for any n ≥ 0. Coming back to our setting, take G = ρ(π 1 (X − E)) and S ⊂ G the subgroup defined as S = ρ(π 1 (U − E)), where U is a neighborhood of E such that S is abelian (whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 3.4). Let a ∈ G (2) a non trivial element in the second derived group of G. We can produce a surjective morphism q : G → F to a finite group F such that q(a) = 1. Note that q(S) has index at least three in q(G): if the index is two, the group F has to be metabelian (F (2) = 1), but 1 = q(a) ∈ F (2) . After taking a resolution of singularities of the ramified covering of X (étale over X) determined by q • ρ : π 1 (X − E) → F , we end up with a situation similar to the initial one with the advantage that now, the boundary divisor has at least three distinct connected components. We keep the original notation.
Hodge index Theorem implies that the intersection matrix of each of the components of E is semi-negative definite, and in particular, each one of them is the support of an effective divisor with self-intersection zero. Hodge index Theorem also implies that all these divisors with zero self-intersection have proportional Chern classes. We are in position to apply [13, Theorem 2.1] (see also [12, Theorem 2] ) in order to produce a fibration f : X → C over a curve C with connected fibers which contracts the boundary divisor to points.
Let F be a fiber of f contained in a sufficiently small neighborhood of one of the connected components of the boundary. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that ρ(π 1 (F )) is abelian. Since we are assuming that ρ is not abelian, Lemma 3.3 implies that ρ(π 1 (F )) = id. This proves the result.
Proof of Theorem A
Assume that the image of ρ : π 1 (X) → Diff(C, 0) is not virtually abelian and that, after a Galois étale covering π : Y → X, we have the factorization of ρ through a morphism f : Y → C to an orbicurve C, as in the conclusion of Theorems 2.5 and 3.7.
If F denotes a general fiber of f , π * ρ is trivial in restriction to F and also to α(F ) for any deck transformation α ∈ Gal(π). On the other hand, π * ρ has infinite image. This implies that the group of deck transformations of π preserves the fibration. We can descend the fibration to a fibration g : X → C ′ , where the orbicurve C ′ is a finite quotient of C under the natural action of the group of deck transformations of π. By construction, the restriction of ρ to the fundamental group of fibers of g have finite image A in Diff(C, 0). In particular, it is conjugated to a finite group of rotations. Moreover, it follows from the homotopy sequence of fibrations that A is a finite normal subgroup of Γ = ρ(π 1 (X)). Since linear part is preserved by conjugation it implies that A is in the center of Γ. Therefore the composition of ρ with the natural quotient morphism Γ → Γ/Z(Γ) factors through g.
